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Title: Ramos et al. v. Central Bank of the Philippines, et al.

Facts: The case originates from the closure of the Overseas Bank of Manila (OBM) by the
Central Bank of the Philippines on August 2, 1968, and its subsequent reopening as the
Commercial Bank of Manila (COMBANK) on January 8, 1981. The closure was contested,
leading to an almost fourteen-year period during which the bank was inoperative. Emerito
M. Ramos, among others, challenged the Central Bank’s decision, which led to a Supreme
Court ruling on October 4, 1971, in Ramos vs. Central Bank (41 SCRA 565), favoring the
petitioners  based  on  due  process  violation  considerations.  The  case  involved  motions,
petitions,  and  interventions,  including  the  Central  Bank’s  motion  for  reconsideration
regarding the non-payment of interest on loans and advances during the closure period,
citing the Tapia  ruling as  precedent.  The Court  heard various  pleadings  and the oral
argument on October 23, 1984, besides receiving memoranda to settle the issue of interest
liability on Central Bank loans to OBM during its forced closure.

Issues:
1. Whether the Tapia ruling applies to the non-payment of interest during the period of the
bank’s forced closure.
2. The propriety of the Supreme Court rendering its Resolution of October 19, 1982, on the
bank’s request for a clarificatory ruling regarding the applicability of the Tapia ruling to the
case at bar.
3. The relevance of the Central Bank’s managerial role under a holding trust agreement in
determining interest liability during the period of OBM’s forced closure.

Court’s Decision: The Supreme Court denied the Central Bank’s motion for reconsideration,
maintaining its initial resolution that according to the Tapia ruling, reaffirmed in subsequent
cases, COMBANK is not liable for interest on Central Bank loans and advances during its
closure from August 2, 1968, to January 8, 1981. The Court found no compelling arguments
to sway its original decision and emphasized the decision’s alignment with the governing
legal  principles  and policies  aimed at  preserving the banking system.  Notwithstanding
dissenting opinions, the majority held firm that the previous rulings provided a consistent
legal framework applicable to the case.

Doctrine:
The Tapia doctrine was reiterated, establishing that a bank’s obligation to pay interest on
deposits and presumably on other obligations ceases upon the complete suspension of its
operations  by  a  duly  constituted  authority,  like  the  Central  Bank.  This  principle  was
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extended  to  encompass  loans  and  advances  made  by  the  Central  Bank  to  banking
institutions under closure.

Class Notes:
1.  Tapia  Doctrine  Applicability:  When  a  bank’s  operations  are  fully  suspended  by  an
authoritative body (e.g., the Central Bank), its obligation to pay interest on deposits and
similar obligations is suspended.
2. Legal Precedents and Consistency: The Court’s decisions are guided by principles of legal
consistency applied to similar circumstances, underscored by the resolution of OBM vs.
Tapia and subsequent cases.
3.  The  Role  of  the  Central  Bank:  As  the  country’s  ultimate  monetary  authority,  its
interactions with commercial banks during crises are governed by aims to safeguard and
preserve the banking system, not merely commercial interests.

Historical Background: This case reflects the complexities facing the Philippine banking
sector during periods of instability and the Central Bank’s pivotal role in managing crises.
The  legal  challenges  and  decisions  echo  broader  concerns  over  due  process,  the
preservation of the banking system, and the legal consequences of bank closures. Moreover,
the  governmental  acquisition  of  a  majority  stake  in  the  bank  during  its  litigation
underscores the state’s involvement in stabilizing and restructuring the banking sector.


